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Progress
Local violence c.r eates
n1ade with controversy over movie
SGA plans
BY

j ANICE f ULPS
News EDITOR

AssisTANT

encourage responsible drinking," he said.
Cardholders may receive
After several months of nego- unlimited
drinks
from
tiations with various offices Bordertown and the Big Apple,
and
establishments,
the but are limited to two free bevStudent Senate is seeing some erages from Taylor's and
progress made toward the Applebee's,
Glass
said.
implementation of several pro- Beginning Monday, cards may
posals.
be obtained in the Student
Designated driver cards, blue Government office on the first
box phones in the Quad and floor of the Curris Center.
telephones in the lobbies of
Ed West, director for facilibUildings across campus are in ties management, said four
the process of being implement- emergency blue box phones
ed.
should be installed in the Quad
At Wednesday's Senate meet- sometime this semester, but,
ing, Bobby Glass, senator for "We haven't even laid out
the College of Fine Arts and exactly where they're going
Communication, reported that yet," he said.
designated driver cards would
Nursing and science students
be available Monday.
are the first to reap the benefits
The Senate has worked since of last semester's proposal to
early last semester to reimple- install telephones in easily
ment the designated driver accessible areas of all buildings
program whereby DDs are on campus.
served free non-alcoholic
Jim Deboer, associate direcdrinks upon presenting the tor of computer systems and
cards. Glasa said Bordertown, telecommunications,
said
Taylor's, the Big Apple and phones have been installed in
P aducah's Applebee's have BlaCkburn SCience Building
agreed to honor the cards.
and Mason Hall thus far.
Glass said the initial proWest said plans remain to
gram was not publicized well
install
phones in other
and was allowed to expire.
University
buildings.
"But this time, we really
want to publicize it well and to
See SGN14

BY KELLY M ENSER
News EDITOR

Ice
causes
changes
in class

Explicit language, casual
sex, racial tensions, underaged drinking, robbeey, drug
abuse, spouse abuse, murder...VIOLENCE.
Those were the prevailing
themes of the film Menace II
Society and the panel discussion that followed it last
Wednesday night at the
Curris Center Theater.
Recently in Paducah, juvenile offenders attributed their
criminal behavior to the
Hughes brothers' movie.
Because of the controversy
surrounding the movie and
the increased ·local concern
about violence, the University
Center Board of the Student
Government
Association
decided to sponsor a panel
discussion between the 7 p.m.
and 9:30p.m. showings of the
film.
The film depicted the life of
an African-American male
bred from an environment
plagued by violence.
The protagonist in the film,
Cain, is a recent high school
graduate who traces his s~ps
for the audience. He shows
viewers scene after bloody,
violent scene of how the violence in his own life began,
continued and possibly could
have been stopped.

·

John Stevem/Staff

Frank julian, far left, mode rates the panel dlscusslns Menace 2 Society. From left, the pa nel
consisted of T remaine Le wis, Cathe rine Cushinberry, joe Chaney and Catherine Schwier.

Reactions to the film were said Menace II Society com- lifestyles portrayed in the
strong and mixed.
pelled them to do.
film.
"It wu reality," Oldham
Shannon Borders, senior
"It left me awestruck. I
from Sturgis, said the recent don't understand where this said. •People don't really
uproar surrounding the is coming from," Borders said. understand or don't realize
movie did play a role in her "That is something that I can- that std goes on every day."
Oldham, who said she lost a
deCision to see it .
not relate to at all. I don't see
boyfriend
in a situation simithat
going
on."
Borders said she did not
lar
to
those
depicted in the
think one movie would comOn the o~er hand,
movie,
does
not blame the
pel someone to go out and Markeeta Oldham, senior
commit crimea as the from Hopkinsville, said she
teenagers in Paducah had could relate perfectly to the
See PANEL/14

Battle heats up
in Frankfort

THE LION SPEAKS TO TOTS

State legislators take sides
over polytechnic issue
BY

jENNY WOHLLEB

EOCTOR~N-CHIEF

BY

jENNY W OHLLEB

EoiTOR·lN-CHIEF

Students at Murray State
University received an unexpected vacation Feb. 11, when
classes were cancelled because
of an ice storm.
This semester is the f1rst
time since 1978 that James
Booth, provost and vice presi·
dent of academic and student
affairs, remembers classes at
MSU being cancelled.
Booth said he began consulting with the physical plant and
campus security at 4:30 that
morning to determine if conditions were too hazardous to
conduct classes.
President Ronald J . Kurth
said he consulted with Booth
and campus security, which
was in touch with the state
police, to determine how safe it
See ICE/14

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

Stacey Ricketts, se nior from Hayti, Ho., s reets childre n as they leave Lovett Audit o rium .
Ricketts played the role of the lion In Androcles and the Uon this week.

Owen Loan Fund ...

Focus on faith ...

A fund is available for non-traditional students for the summer
session. Applications
are due by March 1.
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Going for gold ...

The News takes a closer look at

\ -\~ the various world
~ religions represented
...~o
at MSU. ·

As the battle over the polytechnic institute heats up
between
Murray
State
University
and
Paducah
Community College, state legislators are unsure what the
final result will be.
Gov. Brereton Jones made
the recommendation to the
General Assembly to place the
school in Paducah.
Sen . Bob Leeper, fr om
Paducah, has been active in
pursuing the polytechnic school
atPCC.
He said the school would still
be an asset to Murray State
even if it was placed at PCC.
"Engineering technology students at Murray State will be
able to attend classes at PCC,"
Leeper said.
One of his major concerns is
the animosity between the two
schools.
"There was a real feeling of
cooperation
because
the

8
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Women's tennis team expects to
win the OVC this season, led by three
seniors.

11
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Paducah community was getting behind the school," he said.
..People in Paducah feel
betrayed by Murray State's
actions. We think if everyone
could sit down and see all of the
benefits, we'll get over the turf
issue.•
Rep. Freed Curd, from
Murray, said he is against the
school being at PCC.
"I see it as an effort to become
a four-year school," be said.
..It's not going to happen.
People realize we don't need
another four-year school."
He said the bid for the institute did not go through the
proper channels.
"It bypassed the Council on
Higher Education," be said.
Leeper said people's fears
about PCC becoming a fouryear institute are unjustified.
"The legislat ure controls
today and will control U>morrow ifPCC becomes a four-year
school; he said. "If the legislature doesn't want this U> go any
further, it won't," Leeper said.
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Health activities
The MSU Wellness Center is offering a variety of health promotion activities through May 6.
The activities include the following: Low Impact Step Aerobics,
12:30 to 1:30 p.m. Tuesdays in the Carr Health Building beginning Feb. 15 (Fee $25).
Smoking Cessation Classes, seven sessions from noon to 1 p.m.
Mondays and Wednesdays beginning Feb. 21 (Fee $35).
Stress Management Classes, 7 to 8 p.m . Mondays (Fee $25).
Nutrition/Weight Management Classes, 4:30 to 5:30p.m .
Thursdays.
Power Lifting Course, 6 to 7 p.m. Mondays (Fee $25).
Fitness Assessment and Counseling, followed by weekly group
exercise classes with individualized programs. Monday, noon to 1
p.m ., Tuesday, noon to 1 p.m . 5 to 6 p.m. and 7 to 8 p.m .,
Wednesday, 2 to 3 p.m., 5 to 6 p.m . and 6 to 7 p.m . and
Thursday, 10 to 11 a .m. and 5 to 6 p.m.
For more information or to enroll, call the Wellness Center at
762-3029.

Friday, Feb. 18

MINI-BYTES

• Home show - WSJP-WBLN radio is sponsoring the Home, Lawn
and Garden Show at the West Kentucky Exposition Center.
Admission is tree and the show will be open .Friday from 3 to 9 p.m.;
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sunday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. For
information call 753-2400.
• Play - Playhouse in the Park presents Death of a Salesman at 8
p.m. in Murray City Park.
• Movie - Italy, 7:30p.m. in the Curris Center Theater. Admission is
free.

Sunday, Feb.20
• Recital - A faculty recital will be presented by John Schlabach,
trumpet, and Chris Hayes, trombone, at 3:30p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall. Admission is free.
• Play - Playhouse in the Park presents Death of a Salesman at 2
p.m. in Murray City Park.
· Play - A Park Bench, a play about AIDS in the black community,
3:30 p.m. in the Robert E. Johnson Theatre.

Monday, Feb. 21

B.I.S. degree
Adults interested in the Bachelor of Independent Studies
(B.I .S.) degree at Murray State University can learn more about
the program during a seminar scheduled for April 2 in the
Mississippi Room of the Cu.rris Center .
Persons considering the degree may receive an invitation to
the seminar after completing an application that requires a $25
application fee.
The program is intended for adults who already have college
credits, but have not completed enough courses for a baccalaureate degree.
For more information call 762-3021 or 1-800-669-7654.

Convention

• Play- A Park Bench, a play about AIDS in the black community,
7:30 p.m. in the Robert E. Johnson Theatre.

Keela Evans, ri,ttt, waits for Casey Be ll, left, t o give up his
spot at t he child-sized computer. The Chlldhhood

Tuesclay,Feb. 22

Develpement Center, located behind Wate rfield Library,
teaches kids that learning can be fun .

• Recital - A faculty scholarship benefit recital will be held at 8 p.m.
in Farrell Recital Hall. Admission is $5.
• Movie - Posse will be shown at 8 p.m. in the Curris Center
Theater. Admission is $1.50 with MSU 1.0. card.

work on its second new home construction. This home, located at
506 Pine Street, is of contemporary design and will include
many energy efficient features. By emphasizing energy efficiency, the home will be economical to maintain, thus fulfilling
Habitat International's commitment of stewardship to the earth
and its resources.
For more information on Habitat, or to volunteer for Habitat
projects, call 769-4735.

Murray State University personnel will be attending the 22nd
annual Southeastern Association of E ducational Opportunity
Program Personnel Convention in Charlotte, N.C., Feb. 13-16.
More than 800 SAEOPP members are expected to attend, repreEleven of Mu.n'ay State University's fraternities distributed
senting some 180 colleges, universities and agencies from
bids Sunday to men interested in entering Greek organizations.
throughout the southeastern United States.
More than 160 students participated in rush events last week,
SAEOPP is a regional profeBBional organization composed of
a number slightly greater than last year's figures, said Michael
counselors, teacher s and administrators. Its mission is to proDelaney, rush chairman.
mote equal educational opportunity and greater accessibility to
"It was a very successful rush," Delaney said. "There weren't
higher education for the student who, by reason of socioeconomic any problems across the boards."
and/or restricted cultural experiences, has limited access to highDelaney attribu~d the increased number of rushees to the poser education.
itive image the Greek system has portrayed over the last few
pemesters.
"There has been no controversy in any Greek organization latelY," he said, "and that puts us (fraternities) in a more favorable
In 1988, Murray/Calloway County Habitat for Humanity, Inc., ,ri.ew and membership increases."
was formed by individuals concerned with helping people afford
The number of bids distributed by each fraternity is not yet
their own homes. It is not a charity, but a partnership of people
known, Delaney said. Each fraternity may distribute any number
dedicated to helping people help themselves.
of bids, because quotas are not imposed by the Interfraternity
The Calloway County Habitat affiliate has recently begun
Council

Rush review

Habitat for Humanity

$50FF
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Any Purc hase Over $10
With This Couoon

WOMEN'S CLOTHING
Newborn And Children's Clothing (up to 16 years)

$5

Open Tue · Sat 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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wish to thank Dottie
4 l,..> and the rest of the
J"""
rush committee for
p lanning an awesome and
successful rushl
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OPEN FOR w.NClf AT ll A.M.
Exp Mar 31
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8entDg lledcaa l'aodll'laal 11 LDI.-11 p.m.
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Niglitfish
saturday Feb. 19

9:30 p.m.

The Bisqults .
saturday
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'
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Thursday, Feb. 24
·Meeting - A.AJN.A. ·university Group" Alcohol and Narcotics
Abuse Support Organization meets every Thursday at 6:30 p.m. In
the Curris Center Mississippi Room.
• Lecture - Fiber artist Michael James will deliver a lecture at 7 p.m.
In Room 423 of the Eagle Gallery.
• Video conference - A video conference from PBS, Writing Across
the Curriculum, will be held from noon to 3 p.m. in the Freed M.
Curd Auditorium of the Collins Center. Call 762·2160 for more infor·
mation.
• Quad State - Quad State Senior High Band win be hosted by
MSU. Call 762-4288 for more information.
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KIDS!KIDS!KIDS!
Coldwater Road--5 Points

~ednesday,Feb.23

• Movie • Posse will be shown at 8 p.m. in the Curris Center
Theater. Admission is $1.50 with MSU 1.0. card.
• Basketball - Lady Racers vs. Kentucky at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena.
• Exhibition - The Kentucky Art Educator's Association High School
Art Exhibit opens in.the Eagle Gallery. The exhibit continues
through March 10.
• Video conference - A video conference from the ECI Masters on
Motivation, Reinvesting in Your Personal Performance will be held
in the Freed M. Curd Auditorium of the Collins Center from 1 to 2:30
p.m. The cost is $35. Call 762-2160 for more information.
• Exhibition - Celebrate Women Exhibition (Feb. 23 through 28) in
the Curris Center.
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This Service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept.
For Further i nforn1ation dial
Health Line 762-3809
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m .

Love. your sisters In .aXA

M
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11 1 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, I<Y 42071-3303

READER INFORMATION
News.................................;..7621168
College life ..........................762-....80
Sports ..................................762-4481
Bulletin Board ......................762-4478
Photography ........................762-4478
Advertising ..........................762-4478
VIewpoint .............................762-4468
Fax .......................................762-3175

Editor in chief.................Jerq Wohlllb
News editor ....................... Kallr Minier
Campus Life ed~or........AJIIIon Mllnun
Sports ed~or..................Mal Pnboom
Photography ed~or ................. Jud Coot
layout/Graphics editor ..HIIIhlr Begley
Ad manager..........................Kim Dunlap
Ad production......MichaeiBriedlnbach
Business manager.........Allllon Burgea
Viewpoint editor........................E.L Gold

This newspaper is a member of
Associited Collegiate Press, Columbia
Scholastic Press Association, Kentucky
Press Association, and Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association.

Thf Mumy State Nsws is distributed
free to students, Jaa.llty and staff during
the faN and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus:
Curris Center, Winslow cafeteria, Wells
Hall, Sparks Hill, Wilson Han, Business
Building, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Science,

Cory McKay
in your role of "Isabella"
in A ndrocles and the Lion.
You were wonderful!
Love, Your sisters in

Alpha Sigma Alpha

Fine Arts, Stewart Stadium, Physical Plan~
Mason Hall, Waterfield Ubrary, Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hill and
LoW!)' Center.

Friends and alumni may subscribe to
Tb6 Murray St.at8 News by contacting Or.
Ann Landini at 762-4479 or Orville
Herndon at 762-4491 . A one year
subscription is $10 payable In advance.

This newspaper is prinled on recycled
newsprint at The Murfly bdg1r & Times,
1001 WhitneH Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071 .
Photolithography work appearing In
Th• Murray State News is produced by
Lila McCUiston at Murray Stale
University's Printing Services

W©trlk~

£i

753-7 455

G©UcQ/@rtiJ Um@@®
:ranning Special:
300 minute~ for $20

Hair cuts:
$8-$12

Monday- Saturday 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
1104 Storey Avenue
One block north of Murray Cablevision. first road on the right.

Join the
1994-95
Shield Staff

'@'@'@
Come join the 1994-95 SHIELD Staff.
The SHIELD is taking applications for
the 1995 yearbook staff. Come by the
SHIELD office in Wilson Hall, rooms
116 or 121 and pick up an application
TODAY! Applications are due 4:30 p.m.
Friday, March 11.
PAID STAFF POSITIONS
Editor-in-Chief
Sports Editor
Assisumt Editor
Design Editor
Album Editor
Systems Manager
Campus Life Editor
Feature Writers
Photo Editor
Photographers
AcademlcgOrgani'f.lltions Editor
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Student Support Services
provides o~e-on-one help

POUCEBEAT
February 8
3:42p.m. -Amplifiers and speakers were stolen from Kenny
Thomas' truck while it was parked at Stewart Stadium.
5:27 p.m. -Danny Woodward's car prone was taken from his car
while It was parked at White Hall.
6:46 p.m. - A trucker reported that someone was shining a laser
from Richmond Hall.

BY PAM DIXON

February 9
6:52a.m. -Facility management was advised that a lock In Hester
Hall had been superglued.
8:11 a.m. - Jason Lynn's vehicle w.s broken Into while at the
Stewart Stadium lot. A compact disc player was stolen.
9:18 a.m. - A Murray State University student had a .22 pistol on
the seat of his vehicle. The weapon was confiscated from the
individual and then retumed to the student upon his leaving campus.
• Note: No student may possess. IJ$e or sell on campus any
weapon or firearm, or any lncsndlary, ex,Joslve or destructive devlca,

STAFF WRITER

Many times on a campus as
large as Murray State
University's, it is difficult for
every student with special
needs to be heard. Student
Support Services, located in
the TRIO building, offers
students an opportunity for
extra assistance.
Qualified students must be
first-generation
college
students,
demonstrate
financial need or have a
physical disability.
Student Support Services i8
funded
by
the
U.S.
Department of Education and
services are provided free to
students.
Velvet Wilson, director of
Student Support Services, said
the program usually works
with freshmen and sophomores
to try to alleviate any problems
they might have.
John Stevens/Staff
"We try to provide academic
and personal development Rob Roberson, left, junior from Owensboro, tutors Mary Helton, sophomore from Mayfield,
skills, financial aid, tutoring in through Student Support Services in the TRIO building.
general education courses and
"We offer mM personal computers with
"I was attracted to the job here because
academic counseling," Wilson said.
Wilson said issuing mid-semester Lotus and Wordperfect prograllls," Wilson of the one-on-one contact with the
progress reports, providing career said. "There are also blue books and a students," Wallace said. "We are a student
counseling and preparing trial schedules variety of 's tudy skills information. We center; our services adjust to what the
are other services offered to the 160 have a library of textbooks for students to students need.
utilize as references to their own
"Sometimes students find that college i8
students in the program.
Student Support Services also offers a textbooks. We also have a V-tech machine. different from high school and that things
spring semester class, titled Guidance It is used to enlarge regularly printed are more demanding. Training in areas
such as learning how to study and time
097, Self-Realization and Career materials for visually impaired students.
"The focus behind Student Support management are things we can help
Investigation, which is designed to help
students look at career interests and Services is getting to know the students students with."
and helping them to continue their
Meanwhile, student tutors for the
skills.
"Right now, we are planning spring academic success in college. Most students service continue to work one-on-one with
workshops in personal development, just need encouragement on a job well those who seek help.
career guidance, writing skills, test done."
Carrie Cotton, senior from Madisonville,
Mary Jo Wallace, the new learning said she finds tutoring very rewarding.
anxiety and time management," Wilson
specialist and counselor for the program,
said.
"I can help people that are younger and
In addition to its programs, Student said she was involved with a similar job
Support Services has other study aids to working with high school and middle are in the same position I was in," Cotton
said."' like the idea of the program."
prepare students for class work.
school students.

Including fireworks, without authorization.

February 10
12:57 a.m.- Electrical problema were reported In Room 520 of
Elizabeth Hall.
February 11
5:17p.m.- Heating problema were reported from Room 219 of
Elizabeth Hall.
5:51 p.m. -The alarm was activated on the third floor of the
Business Building.
February 12
12:42 a.m. - Officer's assistance was requested to break up a
crowd on the third floor of Hart Hall.
"
1:46 a.m. -A fight on the fourth floor of Hart Hall was reported.
2:53 a.m. - Reports were filed that two rooms in Hart Hall had
been burglarized. In one of the rooms a female student was sexually
assaulted.
3:43a.m.- A.fight In Franklin Hall was reported. Dan Ford was
found passed out In the hallway. Ford was transported to Murray
Calloway-County Hospital by ambulance. He was treated and
released into the custody of Murray State University officars. Ford
was charged with alcohol Intoxication and dlsorder1y conduct. He was
lodged In the Calloway County District Jail.
10:30 p.m. - Stephanie Hill reported the theft of a camera and
cellular phone from her purse while attending a concert In Racer
Arena.
February 13
12:43 a.m. - At a dance In the CurTis Center, David McCann,
Jerren Lindsay and Will Corbin were charged with alcohol
Intoxication. Antonio Stephens was charged with disorderly conduct.
All were lodged in the Calloway County District Jail.
• Note: Public Safety Officsrs will b6 using a metal detector at
dances

to

detect any unlawful Items being brought to University

functions.

February 14
11 p.m. - Fighting on the seventh floor of Heater Hall was
· reported. Marianne Scott was charged with menacing and was
lodged In the Calloway County District Jail.
Information for Pollcs Beat was gatheffld and compiled by Janice M.
Fulps, assistant news editor, from mal6rlals available to the public at
the Public Safety office.

KutN' Kurl

Tanning Special • 300 min •• $20
Two Wolff Suntana Beds
with New Bulbs
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Monday - Friday: 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m .
Saturday: 7:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m .
After Hours by Appt. til 8 p.m.

Southside Shopping Center

753-1682

Sigiiioils obhi
proudly introduce

the Beta Chi Pledge Class
Only the GE Classic MasterCarcleoffers students
this unequaled package of benefits.
01

The GE Classic MasterCard is the educated
choice for students looking for smart ways
to save. It offers one o( the lowest APRs
I
you'll find on campus- 9.9%* variable APR
for the fi~t year with a low 16,9% vwble APR thereafter.
That means that even if you're only able to pay the minimum
amount due. you'll pay just 9.9% on your outstanding balance.

99

70
APR

NO ANNUAL FEE!

While other credit cards charge annual fees of $20 or more.
the GE Classic MasterCard has no annual fee. Frankly, we
don't see why you should pay just for putting our card In
your wallet.

~

This great offer could only come from
a team like GE Card Services and
MasterCard. GE Card Services Is part
of one of the leading financial services
compames in the world. And MasterCard's the cred1t card
more widely ~ccepted than any other on the planet. Together.
they provide you with unparalleled financial security.

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS.
a GE Classic MasterCard member, you're also entitled to

~

special discounts at many of your tavonte stores. Through the
COLLEGE MasterValuesTN"'* program. you'll enjoy savings of
up to -40% on everything from COs to travel

The GE Classic MasterCard. An educated choice.
Look for an application on campus or in your ma.il.
And get the financial a.id every student needs.
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Clayton Boaz
Justin D'Ailtonio
Ben DUAk'e~~::.;..··;: ~~,
Joel English
Jamie Gafford
Josh Glauber ,
Jeff Hay <:: :
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Derek Janquark

Casey Lacefield
Patrickt~McDonner
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.( )sborne
Steve Pierce
Nathan Sheets
Brad .Shelton
Rich,afd Wilson
Jimmy Wren
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SGA not immune
to bureaucratic
procrastination
Bureaucracy is contagious.
Those affected by it can be identified by their
display of certain distinctive symptoms: seemingly
boundless though ineffec~al energy; a desire
a ppear endlessly busy while accomplishing little if
anything; and an incessant tendency to assure
everyone who asks that "some progress is being
made."
From the highest level of administration,
throughout the myriad departments, to the smallest office, bureaucracy is rampant on college campuses. Like an insidious social disease, it can
infect even those with the best of intentions.
Even student groups are not immune. Perhaps
it is because they work in such close proximity
with the solidly entrenched University system,
but the Murray State Student Government
Association is beginning to show symptoms.
Since the beginning of the fall 1993 semester,
SGA has proposed at least four programs to benefit students that have yet to be completed.
Designated driver cards, blue-box telephones in
the Quad, on-campus courtesy phones in all campus buildings, and yet another petition to improve
lighting in the Quad are current projects in the
works.
Granted, three of the projects appear to be
nearing fruition, and certainly the responsibility
for the delays cannot be home entirely by SGA.
They, after all, have to contend with every level of
the University bureaucracy in any effort they
make.
However, truly dedicated efforts by our elected
student senators should have resulted in some
action on these projects other than weekly committee reports.
But we are pleased to hear that some progress
is being made.

Student voice heard
by state lawmakers

...
I

I

'

Health care
reform bill

We extend our thanks and congratulations to
Gov. Brereton Jones and the members of the
Kentucky General Assembly who took the time
Tuesday to meet with student representatives
from across the commonwealth.
Open, personal dialog between politicians and
I
their constituents is the way democracy is meant
to work. Whether any concrete action will result
from the meeting is yet to be seen, but at least we
h ave had the opportunity to voice our concerns to
the people who make the decisions.
That is commendable and should be continued.
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sparks less

than full
confidence

Night walk through Quad means
fast heartbeat, fear for student
Coming from New Jersey,
wh ere you cannot assume anything is safe, I found Murray
State University's campus
quite a sanctuary. That is until
last Tuesday
night.
I was walking through
the Quad at
about 9:03
p.m., making
that
trek
across campus to a
• parking lot
conveniet1tly
located about
half a mile
from Faculty
Hall (a possible commentary topic for
the future). It was just after I
had darted out of one of those
dreaded three hour night classes. Suddenly, I found my heart
beating faster and that queasy

feeling in my stomach had set
in. I was scared!
Why? I don't really know. But
I noticed that out of about 10
lights sparingly dispersed
around the Quad, only three
were working.
The three that were working
were near buildings that
already had lighting. No lights
at all were working in the middle of the Quad .
What is a beautiful landscape
during the daylight hours
turned into a gloomy and very
dark place after sunset, the
perfect setting for a rape, mugging... or anything.
I know Murray State isn't
exactly a crime hub, but can
you ever be too safe? I don't
think so.
So why aren't these lights
working? I know The Muray
State News has published
many articles on campus lighting. I know the subject must

have been approached sometime at somebody's meeting,
and I know the acllool has
·undergone budget cuts. But 1
would think safety would be
somewhere near the top of the
priority list.
If the lighting continues to be
a problem, and if people like
me continue to take night
classes, we will find ourselves
in dangerous situations. I just
do not see how that is going to
help the University's enrollment or reputation.
If it's such a pain.stak.ing task
to fix these lights in the Quad
- and who knows where else
they are not working on campus - maybe we should think
about giving tours to freshman
in the late night hours rather
than during the bright and
sunny daytime.

Shouldn't they know what it's
really like here before shelling
out n).oney to attend?

Educate to end racial bias
Last week, I was talking to a good friend of
mine about stereotyping.
He told me how biased he thought white people
were towards African-Americans.
So I asked him, "What have
you done to break the stereotype? You know black-on-black
crime is rising steadily."
He couldn't answer.
God only helps those who help
themselves.
There are several ways for
minorities to break the stereotype.
First, we can stay out of trouble with the law. Newspapers
tend to appear biased against
minorities when we are
involved in violent crimes.
Next, we should volunteer ·
some time to help out the community. We need to steer the
inner-city children in the right direction and out
of the traps of drugs and liquor. We must show
these children the value of a good education, and
Correction: Auburn Wells, the
1929 alumnus whom we com·
mended for his continued support of Murray State students,
was incorrectly identified here
as Owen Wells. Last week we
offered him our thanks; this
week, our apologies.
-editor

we must show them that somebody cares about
them.
Maybe we could change that person's future.
The reward would be tremendous.
We also need to strengthen the family. Instead
of using athletes as role models, parents need to
become the role models.
Children must be
able to recognize that their family cares for them
and wants what is best for them.
Finally, we should stop blaming the white race
for our shortcomings.
It's not their fault we dropped out of school. It's
not their fault we decided to smoke crack. It's not
their fault we shot somebody. The failure is
ours.
The time has come for us to take responsibility for our actions.
We can only grow as a society of we concentrate on solving our problems, instead of finding
someone to blame.
This does not mean we should ignore racism,
but we must be in·control of it.
Instead of getting angry, we must try to educate. We must lead the way if there is to be an
end to racism in America.

The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be no more than 300 words
long and must be signed. Phone numbers and addresses are
required for verification. The News reserves the right to edit
for style and length. Deadline is 4 p.m. Monday prior to publication on Friday. All published letters will be kept on file
for public inspection in The Murray State News office, located in Room 111, Wilson Hall

Our diligent and trustworthy
public servants in Washington
have yet another pet project in
the works. As usual, this one
will revolutionize the American
way of life. They usually have
at least one of
these culturally
met amorphic pro-jects every
year.
Last
year it was
cable TV regulation. This
year
it's
health care
refOTIX\.
President
Clinton
is
leading the
charge in this
. latest revolution, but he is not alone. At last
count, no less than seven
health care reform plans,
inclucting Clinton's, were wending their ways through the hallowed halls of Congress.
No one was surprised, of
courae,
when
Hou se
Republicans offered their own
versiCil of a health care reform
plan to counter Clinton's. Such
is politics as usual. What
Clintcn perhaps didn't expect
were ltrong bids from his fellow
Democrats as they queued up
with plans of their own.
The details of the individual
plans are hardly relevant at
this stage, of course. There will
no daubt be. additions to the
field, and some contenders may
merge voluntarily into barely
recognizable hybrids in an
effort to get attention from lawmakers and news reporters.
What is absolutely certain,
howeTar, is that no plan will
come out unscathed.
The health care reform bill any health care reform bill must pass through both houses
of Congress, with all the usual
detours through committees
and subcommittees. Like all
other bills that pass through
that 111gust body, it will emer ge
as a JI)..QSsive, complicated, contradictory tome of potential litigaticm that no one, least of all
those who wrote it, can possibly
understand.
Consider the mess they made
of last year's crusade. A biD
conceived for the purpose of
r estricting the excess profit
taking of cable television operators came out so full of lobbied
loopholes that up to 60 percent
of cable customers ended up
paying more for their cable service instead of less.
The potential for disaster in
health care reform is much
greater and almost as certain.
While broadcasters and cable
operators mustered a substantial lobbying effort to protect
their vested interests, their
resources were but a fraction of
what is available to health care
providers and insurers.
With that much money drift,..
ing through the halls on
Capitol Hill, the cost of health
care is likely to skyrocket, and
the only Americans who will
really be able to afford it will
work there.
Congress now has the opportunity to pass the most sweeping social reforms since
Roosevelt's New Deal. They
could bring America into step
with the rest of the industrialized world. They could provide
their constituents with what
most people see as a basic
necessity.
They could - but they won't.
Instead, they see it as just
another opportunity for media
posturing and political peacockery.
But then, such is politics as
usual.

Students, government ·meet halfway
To Gov. Jones and the General Assembly:
Tuesday, you met with college students-from
every part of the state to find out our needs, wants
and desires.
What we want is very simple: We want the best
possible education, one that has not been compromised through P?litical maneuvering or the watering
down of strong ideals.
We want to graduate and feel confident that the
degree we present to potential employers will not be
compared to those of students from other states and
fo·und lacking.
Restructuring of higher education has become
necessary because of decreasing funds available to
universities and the need to streamline their infra. structures. How~ver, students can no longer afford to
~houlder the burden of shrinking budgets by paying
larger fees and higher tuition.
Education should be the top priority of this state.
The decisions to make changes in higher education
should be given all the time and c01isideration it
takes to create positive lasting results. A rush job full
of political compromises will not generate the desired
results educators and students have been waiting for.
Tough choices need to be made and some universities will have to make sacrifices, but now is the time
to make them. It is obvious the future of higher education in Kentucky is in a precarious position.
It is up to you to make a difference. Don't throw
this opportunity away.
Thank you,
Concerned students

Students express
concerns to
Governor, legislators
BY jENNY WOHLLEB
EDITOR·IN·CHIEF

ANALYSIS

Students from every corner of the state converged on Frankfort to meet with Kentucky state
senators and representatives.
The Board of Student Body Presidents organized a reception to allow legislators and students to come together and discuss the issues
facing college students.
Earlier that day, student body presidents and
the editors of college newspapers had lunch with
Gov. Brereton Jones at the Governor's Mansion.
During the meeting, everyone was able to touch
base about the restructuring of higher education
and the recommendations Jones made to the
General Assembly.
The day was full of goodwill and a friendly
atmosphere.
Jones answered the questions students asked
with an open mind. Most of the questions concerned students' fears of possibly facing another
increase in tuition, which seems to be happening
with alarming regularity year after year.
The reception seemed more of a social event
than an evening of lobbying.
All seven state universities brought a group of

representatives from its student government.
Murray State University was well represented
by its delegates from SGA: Brian Van Horn,
Shannon Barnhill, J. Scott Mcintyre, Becky
Putney, Ty Hiter, Jay Graham and Breece
Hayes.
Students and legislators mingled and took the
time to really get to know each other. Political
issues were not the only items discussed.
Individuals from the same area talked about
their lives there, while those from different geographic regions learned more about the state.
Many of the legislators remarked on what a
great experience it was to talk to students in this
type of setting.
"Students need to_get more involved,'" Sen. Bob
Leeper, of Paducah, said. "Unlike adults sometimes, students have a vision:
It was a very positive day that could give anyone hope for the future.
Perhaps now that the lines of ~mmunication
have been opened between the government and
students, collaboration will continue in the
future.

DIVIDING DISTANCES
Because of to the
great distance between
Murray and tlie state
capital, Murray State
University sometimes
seems to be left out of
the political thought
processes In Frankfort.
In fact, Mumiy Is
approximately the same
distance from the state
capitals of Illinois,
Missouri and Ar1<ansas
as It Is to Its own state
capital and Is
considerably closer to
the state capital of
Tennessee.

*
Uefferson City ,
245 mifes

*
Nashville, 105 miles

Source: AMERICAN
AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION
BRAD McClAIN/ Graphics Designer

jenny Wohlleb/Staff

The capitol at Frankfort. Many of the students who met with Gov. Brereton Jones and various legislators took the time to visit the capitol building. Both houses were in session.
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VALUABLE COUPON

Thanks to the outgoing officer s for all your hard work!
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: Mr. Gatti's All-You-Can-Eat :
1
Pizza & Pasta Buffet
1

I

I

I
I
I

$150

~
~~,_\
Y'.

I
I
I

for students
with MSU ID
Tuesday 7:30p.m.
Wednesday 7:30 &9p.m.

Curris Center
Theater

Chestnut St.

753-6656
HOURS:

;Jfft'f:I.iJ
.Be a part
of our team
in the
Residence
Halls

ARE YOU ...

0

•Creative?
• Energetic?
• Responsible?
• School Spirited?

.Then a RESIDENT ADVISOR Position might be for you!
R.A. Information Sessions vvill Be Held:
Sunday, Feb. 27 at 7 p.m. - Richmond Hall
Sunday, Feb. 27 at 8:30 p .m. - Springer Hall
Monday, Feb. 28 at 7 p.m. - H art Coffee House
Tuesday, Mar. 1 at 9 p.m. - Regents 2nd floor lobby
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Syllabus to
be changed

Owen Loan helps non-traditionals
State University for the
1994 summer term.

BY ANGELA WOOD

FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE

STAFF WRITER

BY JANICE

stonson• IJy

St11l1ar

11111111

Feh. 22 at 7 p.m.
Curris Canter
Ballroom

Proposing new courses will
now be an easier process for
all those involved.
On Feb. 10, the Academic
Council approved the adoption
of an annotated syllabus
proposed
by
the
Undergraduate
Studies
Committee.
Marlene Campbell, chair of
the committee, said using the
new form of the syllabus will
be beneficial not only to the
Academic Council, but to the
faculty and students as well.
Abiding by the guidelines of
the annotated syllabus will be
mandatory when course
proposals are submitted.
It includes the same 13
categories it has since 1992.
However, now those categories
are defined so that faculty can /
be more precise.
1'
"People didn't ud,erstand
necessarily the differece
between say, 'Purpose' and
'Course Objectivea'," Campbell
said.
'

lnteniationalBusiness Seminars

nizations .
a Risk Manage

M. FULPS

AssiSTANT NEWS EDITOR

The
Murray
State
Also, if previous college or
University
Student
university hours have been
· Summer financial aid applications are now availabl$ 1n,. •~ Si.u~rrt::;:;ri~ ,~ld Offloe and are due
Financial Aid Office recently
taken prior to the date of
by March 1. The.following programs are available: . . ., .· ·
•:' :"' :'
· ·
·
•.•
. :: ·:· ;::.; :.:. ·:~ ';{ ' :~:;: ··:=:·:::::
' ::: .~ ;-:J~: ':~ ~--x~
: '· ·: : ,. .: : ·: :. . ., .·:
received an addition to its
application, the applican~
• Federal subsidi~~d Stafford Loan· ., .
• FederaiSuPJ}Iemerrtat lofin for students
loan funds . The Owen
must have a 2.0 grade-point
• Federal unsubsidited Stafford loan
• Feder~l PetJ.~~t... . , ··
(Short-term) Loan Fund is
average.
• unlve~ity atudent employment
•
F-ederal
Plus
loan
(parent
program)
now available for non~:.
~
·:··
Loans will be awarded on
traditional students during
a
first-come, first-serve
The
following
prog~ms
are
not
available:
the 1994 summer session.
basis.
There is not yet a
On March 26, 1993, MSU
• Federal work study
deadline for applying.
• KHW CAP Grant. , .
officials received a notice
• Federal Perkins Loan
However,
a
written
• Nurstng student loan
that John Isaac Owen had
•
Federal
supplemental
educational
opportunity
application
and
personal
•
Norris
(short-term)
stUdent
lOan
left $77,800 to the
grant
interview with the director
University.
of
the financial aid
Although Owen was a
Source: snJDENT FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
department will be required
member of the 1926 class of
of each applicant.
the University of Kentucky,
NOLAN B. PATTON/ Gfaphics Designer
his will specifically stated
The maximum amount of
that the money would be a separate 115 and 135 students each summer," Progrees Policy as most of our the loan each student receives cannot
fund in the fmancial aid department McDougal said. "Since this is a short. financial aid programs do."
exceed the cost of tuition and fees of
All students a pplying for the Owen six academic credit hours. The six
and would be used to make loans to term loan program, the Owen Loan
will not interfere with other financial Loan must meet a number of
needy students here at Murray State.
academic credit hour limit is the
Johnny McDougal, director of aid grants that these students might requirements to be eligible.
grand total for all summer terms.
financial aid, said he hopes the be receiving.
The a pplicant must be 23 years of Loans advanced will bear the same
program will motivate more adult
"An added plus is that the Owen age or older on the date of application interest rate as the Federal Perkins
students to enroll in summer sessions. Loan Fund does not fall under the for the loan and must be enrolled or Loan Program, which currently stands
"We are expecting to help between Federal Satisfactory Academic accepted for enrollment at Murray at 5 percent.

All Ca

S.mmer Progaan
May 16 - Jtme 9
• London, United Kingdom; Paris, France; Geneva, Switzerland;
lnnsbruck, Austria; Munich & Stuttgart, Germany; <Brussels,
Belgulm
• Intera ct with top level executives from such organizations as
Xerox, Coopers & Lybrand, Rolex, Nestle, BMW, Mercedes,
Club Med, Digital Eqlpment, and seven others.
• Eam three hours credit.

To find out more contact: Dr. Gary Brockway
Dept. of MGT lc MKT
762-6202
Experience the

GL.,.,-.. BJ)L VILLAGE
Murray State University

Alpha Sigma Alpha Pledges ...

HART DELI

You all are WONDERFUL and are doing a
FANTASTIC job. We are so excited about
this semester.
Keep Smiling!
.Love In .91S5t,

The Actives

IESEIVE

OFFI C ERS '

TRAIN I N G

No time to spare?
We can help.
Hart Deli, Fast Track, and Pony Express
specialize in quick meals for the student on
the go. Whether you're on th e run between
classes or just don't feel like a sit down/ meal,
Food Services can help you save a little' time.
RACER
FOOD

Service
~.~

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE ON TBEIR WAY TOm TOP.
Ifyoudidn'lllqnupforROTCuafresh- By the urne Y,?U have graduated from
man or aophomore, you can still catch col!ege,you·U have the credentials of
uptoyourclusmatesbyattendlno ; · · an Aimy officer. You'll also have
lt.nny ROTC Camp Challenqe. a
the self-confidence and disci line
pa~d aur·week IUmmer course in
tt takes to succeed in colfe;e
leadeBiup lraininq.
and beyond.
tut

•

liMY ROTC
Til SIUITESI'COII mE
aasE'IOIJC:U'IIIE.
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DefComedy
Sporty's Grill provides
Jam features
good food, atmosphere - new artists

BY MJCHEUE STINNm
REI'ORTER

The newest attraction to
Murray State University
opene~ Feb. 10. For students
on campus, this place is a
blessing from above. Finally
there is a place where students

Sporty's Grill
Corner of 15th Street &
Olive Boulevard
759·1116
Food: ***112 Breakfast, lunch
and dinner items plus snacks
and beverages.
Mood: **** Relaxed, comfortable atmosphere. Any attire is
welcome. Seating away from
pool tables and jukebox Is
available.
Value *** Prices are very
affordable for students on a limited income and you do not
have to travel SO miles to expe·
rience a fun atmosphere and
good food.
Credit Cards: Major credit
cards accepted.
Smoking: No designated area.
Accessibility: Fully accessible
to unassisted wheelchairs.
Hours: Sporty's is open from 8
am .-11 p.m. each weekday and
from 8 a.m.-1 a.m. on Saturday
& Sunday.

can go and hang out, watch
sports on nine TVs or play a
rousing game of pool, darts or
pinball.
Recently I had the privilege
of dining at the establishment
owned by Chip Veal.
My experience began when
my friend and I were greeted
at the door and quickly seated.
As we gazed over the menus to
decide what item we would
devour, I looked around the
place to check out the surroundings.
The walls are covered with
sports posters, autographed
pictures and pennants. Other
memorabilia,
including
Murray State football and basketball jerseys belonging to
Tremain Lewis and Popeye

Jones, graces the walls.
The atmosphere is very comfortable. Like the theme song
from Cheers says, *a place
where everybody knows your
name." That is the feeling I
received from the moment I
stepped into the place.
I decided to try the
Volunteer sandwich, shaved
ham piled high with cheddar
cheese on grilled french hread,
with steak fries served with a
pickle spear and a Coke to
drink. My friend chose the
Razorback sandwich, a 5 oz.
char-broiled, boneless, skinless breast of chicken served
on a toasted bun served with
lettuce, tomato and pickle
spear, along with steak fries
and a diet Coke.
Our food was out quickly,
and the order was correct. The
waitress offered a number of
condiments and left us to enjoy
our meal.
My sandwich was very good
and filling, the fries were thick
and cooked just right. My
friend's sandwich was also
very goOd. However, for a guy
· this may not be quite filling
enough. Guys, you may want
to add a salad or another appetiZer to your meal.
While you eat you can soak
up the history behind Sporty's.
Veal discovered the empty
building where Sporty's sits in
the
swnmer
of
1993.
Understanding the need to
return to the type of place college students need, he began
the transformation of the
building that hie a long histo-ry.
Before there was Sporty's,
there was The Hut. The Hut
was the college ~ut for
many years until the 1970s
when the building was
deStroyed by fire. Later the
building was rebuilt to open a
gameroom which later became
the home of a day care center.
"This place is not just for the
people of Murray but for the
students as well," he said. "'
would like to see more stu-

BY ALLISON MILLIKAN
COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

As part of Murray State University's observation of Black
History Month, two comedians will appear at 7:30p.m. Tuesday
at the Stables for Def Comedy Jam.
Ricky Smiley, who has been called one of the South's funniest
up and coming stars, will open the show which featuring headliner T.P. Hearn, one of the country's hottest new stars.
Hearn has been described as, "hilarious, outrageous and incredible" by members of his audience.
Hearn toured the South and West Coast where he was captivated by the bright lights of Hollywood. He moved to Los Angeles
in 1980 and by 1984, he embarked upon the career which gave
laughter a new meaning.
Breece Hayes, chairman of the Coffeehouse, said both comedians have appeared on HBO, Black Educational Television,
Evening at the Improv and other comedy shows .
Hayes, graduate student from Campbellsville, contacted
Creative Entertainment last fall to book the comedians.
David Gold, Hayes' contact at Creative Entertainment, said
Smiley and Hearn use some explicit language in their acts.
Hayes encourages students to attend Student Government
events, because most all events are free and feature up and coming artists from acroas the nation.
Def Comedy Jam is sponsored by the University Center Board
of the SGA. Admission is free.

Michelle Stinnett/Staff

Kendra Sows, sophomore from Slaughters and Ron Nelson,
senior from Evansville, Ind., caught lunch between classes
Tuesday at MSU's newest college hangout, Sporty's Grill.

dents come in and check us
out."
Some appetizers include
nachos, chips-n-salsa and moz·
zarella sticks. Salads include
dinner salads, chef and taco
salads. Sporty's also has a
homemade soup of the day
available by the cup or bowl
and chili
There is a variety of sandwiches to choose from including hamburgers, catfish, chick·
en and ham. Dinner entrees
are also available. Some
include steak, chicken, catfish,
shrimp and prime :db.

If your meal is not filling
enough, you can always turn to

:the dessert menu. Sporty's
desserts include the following:
chocolate suicide fudge brownie, a banana boat, banana
split, pies and milk shakes and
sundaes.
Sporty's offers a wide variety
of specialty coffees and nonalcoholic beers and wines.
Sporty's breakfast feature is
the Hungry Man· Breakfast
which consists of three eggs,
choice of sausage, ham or
bacon, sausage gravy, tater
tots and a jumbo biscuit.

..

Local high schools,
MSU ensemble
featured in concert
STAFF REPORT

Murray State University's Wind Ensemble performed Thursday
night with bands from Murray and Calloway County high schools
in the lixth annual Strike VP- the Banda ccmcert.
,
Dennis Johnson, director of bands and orchestra at Murray
State, said this year's concert featured percussion sections from
each of the three bands.
Calloway and Murray high schools performed individually, followed by two songs involving all three bands. Chris Hayes, associate director of bands at MSU, directed the trio.
Additionally, MSU's Wind Ensemble featured their saxophone
section in "Capriccio" and the low brass section in "Rolling
Thunder."
Chris Hayes, associate director of bands at MSU, led the
three bands during "Sea Songs," by Vaughan Williams and "Elsa's
Procession to the Cathedral," by Wagner after each band performed individually.
Johnson said the concert always attracts a large audience.
"People really enjoy it," he said.

World religions create diverse campus
BY jENNIFER STEWART
AssiSTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

The diversity America was
founded on is represented in
virtually every community
across this nation. Since
Murray State University is a
community itself, diversity is
widespread here as well.
Religion is one of these
aspects of diversity that make
each and every individual on
campus unique.

Religious education
Because of budget cuts within
the department of philosophy
and religious studies, there are
not as many classes being
offered as in previous years.
Terry Foreman, chairman of
the department, said the retirement of one professor forced
him to give up part of his
course load because funds were
. not available to hire another
professor.
is a painful adjustment
that many faculty members
have had to make," Foreman
said.
The department offers a
minor in religious studies
which includes classes focusing
on many aspects of religion.

"'t

Religious activities
Murray State houses six different religious organizations.

for the Church of Christ's

University Christian Student
Center, said this organization
offers aCtivities such as Bible
studies, night devotionals, missions and intramural& every
These organizations blend week.
Lastly, there is the Baptist
social and educational activities together for students to Student Union. Todd Morgan,
vice president of BSU, said this
take part in.
organization
holds Monday
Chi Alpha, the Assembly of
Night
Live
Bible
study, a lunGod student organization,
cheon
provided
by
area churchoffers weekly prayer meetings,
es,
TNT,
which
is
a
st\l.dent-led
Bible studies, worship services
and fellowships said Mark creative workshop, and intra·
Randall, Chi Alpha campus murals each week for students.
minister.
The Newman House is a Religious affiliations
Catholic student center. Ann
McGrew, director of Newman
Foreman said .that in addiHouse, said the center offers
tion
to the Catholic and
Bible studies, meals, movies
Protestant
religions
that
and a worship service each
encompass
most
.
Americans,
week.
Murray Christian Fellowship Murray State has students of
is for any Christian student. Hindu, Bahai, Jewish and
Dean Ross, campus minister, Muslim traditions.
Because of Murray State's
said this organization provides
significant
number of internaa Sunday evening meal, fellowtional
exchange
students, other
ship service and study, prayer
religions
not
indigenous
to the
meetings and visits to a local
United
States
are
also
repre·
retirement home.
sented
on
campus.
The Wesley Foundation is a
There are approximately 50
Methodist student grqup. Dale
Julian, minister of music, said countries
represented
at
this organization provides a Murray State which means far
weekly Sunday service and din- more religions are represented
ner, Bible study and choir for here as well. Some of these
countries include Pakistan,
students.
For students affiliated with Brazil, Indonesia, Kazakhstan,
the Church of Christ, Greg Cameroon, Austria, Camatoon,
Teffertiller, publicity chairman Macau, Armenia, Ukraine,

Michelle Stinnett/Staff

From left, Leanne Shadrlch, freshman from Slaughters, Kimberly Gehlert, junior from Houston,
Texas and Shane Nlesterath, junior from Paducah, enjoy lunch at the Murray Christian Center.

Kenya, Estonia and Venezuela.

Religious importance
Studies show that nearly half
of America's protestant& and
just over half of America's
Catholics attend church once a
week.
In a recent study, 54 percent
of people aged 18-26 said religion is very important.
Meeting these statistics

while attending college can be
difficult. Students are on their
own and often do not want to go
to a strange church.
At Murray State, however,
religion still seems to be important.
"Religion is very important
because of the aspect of believing in God," said Becky Butler,
junior from Calvert City.
Patrick Baldwin, junior from
Hopkinsville, said that religion
is important to him because

believing in Jesus and God
really matters.
"'Religion is very important to
me... without reading the Bible
and going to church you don't
get the correct guidance in life,"
said Tammarra Slates, junior
from Louisville. "That's why
we're living like this- afraid to
go outside and everything."
Editor's note: This is the first
article in a series focusing on
religion at Murray State.
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Students enjoy U.S. experiences
BY DENISE MONTAGUE
STAfF WRITER

Ten students from the Newly
Independent States, formerly
the Soviet Union, are enrolled
in undergraduate classes at
Murray State University. They
represent Estonia, Ukraine,
Moldovia, Russia, Armenia and
Kazakhstan.

The students are part of an
exchange program that is sponsored by the United States
Information Agency. They had
to compete with other students
in their countries for the opportunity to participate in the
exchange.
"'Each student was screened
for English proficiency and academic ability," said Marcie

Johnson, interim director of the
Center
for
International
Programs. "They were all
selected for their promise of
doing especially well when
studying in the United States."
All
expenses
including
tuition, room and board, book
and travel allowances and
monthly stipends are paid for
through a grant from the
United States Information
Agency.
The students, who all attended agricultural institutions in
their own countries, wanted to
Becky Youngw«;~rlh/Staff
gain additional insights in each
Two students from the Newly Independent States enjoy
of their fields. They began
Wednesday's nice weather. They will be at MSU until May.
classes at Murray State last
semester and will finish their not transferable and their
"Each student had a certain
exchange in May. The credits course work here will not be amount of courage and initiathey earn at Murray State are applied toward a degree.
tive to participate in the

exchange," Johnson said.
"Although it is an honor, their
experience here will slow down
their graduation in their home
countries."
Yet the students say living in
America is worth that delay.
Peeter Pedaja, from Estonia,
said he wanted to learn more
about agricultural engineering
in the United States and that
he is very satisfied with the
classes he has already completed.
While the students are enjoy·
ing their stay in America, many
had different expectations
about the country.
"' thought that America was
this place where everybody was
rich," said Pedaja. "But now
that I am here, I see that this is

not true. People are just normal."
Triin Palge, economics major
from Estonia, said that she was
at first afraid that people would
laugh at her because she was
not fluent in English.
"I did not speak the language
so well when I came here," she
said, "but nobody laughs.
Everybody here is so kind."
The best things in America,
the students said, are the food
and the people.
"I love banana splits," said
Aleksander Nanian, marketing
major from Armenia. "But
actually, the people here are
the best. They are friendly and
when I meet people, they are
nice and always speak with
me:

Flu is not Death of park's Playhouse
BY PAMELA

R.

DIXON

Senior Staff Writer

)'

The blizzards of'94 can't keep a good
actor down.
Playhouse in the Park's production
of Death ofa Salesman went acoord.ing
to schedule after flu setbacks and the
recent snowstonn.
The play revolves around the life of
Willie Loman, a door-to-door salesman, who is discontented with his life
after losing his job to modem day technology.
Director Skip Hamra, a former
Murray State University speech and
theater major, said the play has a special meaning for him.
"'played the role ofBiff, Willie's son
when I was younger," Hamra said.
Hamra said the play was chosen for
production by the Playhouse's board
last year.
"It was an opportunity for me to do
some hands~n directing on a play I
was familiar with," Hamra said.

Hamra said the play is composed of
MSU student actors and veteran
actors from the community.
The MSU students include: Toby
Pruitt, who plays Bi.ff, Michael
Robinson, who plays Bernard, John
Fritts as Charlie, Bill Graham as
Happy and Kellie Clark, Julie
Fontano and Anna Borries, who play
women of the night.
-our veterans include Bill Phillips,
a lawyer from Paducah, who plays the
title role of Willie and David "S.S."
Flemming on the production end,"
Hamra said.
Hamra said the cast is dedicated
and spends hours going over the lines
together.
"The cast was so constant it went
Dan SzurgoVGuest
out on its own to practice when I From left, Michael Robinson, Toby Pruitt and Bill Phillips rehearse for this tonight's performance of Death of a Salesman.
couldn't be here for six days," Hamra The play is directed by an MSU graduate and several actors are students at Murray State.
said.
serious drama," he said.
themselves."
'"We've got a few surprises along the
Hamra said he has one goal for the
"I want Willie to be one-on-one and
Hamra said the play shows how way," he said.
play.
personal with the audience," he said.
Willie's life was affected through his
Performances are at 8 p.m. tonight
"I want to let personalities sell family life in his past and present.
and Saturday and at 2 p.m. Sunday.
"''ve tried to bring lightness to a
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From Italy to Seattle to MSU
In cooperation with MSU Food Services,
Espresso Yourself
has opened on the 2nd level of the Curris Center.
Espresso Yourself offers authentic Italian espresso
based cappuccinos and Seattle-style latte's in
addition to Italian sodas and iced granitas! What
you previously thought was only available in
Europe, can now be enjoyed right here at MSU!
For the health-conscious,
non·fat milk and decaffeinated espresso are
available.
For the uninitiated,
baristas Laura or Jenni will suggest flavor
combinations and help you find your favorite drink.

~
•. (~

CorrngraL~lillli C8l~il orm §
to

Kelly Branson

for winning a free semester of cable compliments of the

Kelly was selected from those residents who properly
completed the spring room reservation process.

Java Jargon
Latte' - espresso with steamed milk
Cappuccino - espresso with frothed milk
Breye' - espresso with steamed half and half
Mocha- espresso, chocolate and steamed milk
Milky Way - espresso,chocolate,caramel,steamed
milk and whipped cream
.... and many more combinations --hot or cold
Espresso Yourself
2nd level Curris Center, beside the Sugar Cube
1
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CAMPUS PAPERBACK B ESTSELL ERS
Review-of-the-Month
The Children of Men, by P.O. James
*Extraordlnary....Striking out alone across the
blank landscape of the future, she takes with her
no icons from the past • only skill and an
adventuresome spirit, as well as a senseof what
matters in the long run. It Is to everyone's
benefit· hers, ours, probably homo sapiens'•
that these tools turn out to be sufficient."
Boston Globe

MUnsettling images. a brooding sense of evil .. ..
Ms. James Is one of those rare mystery writers
who read as much for her descriptive passages
as she is for her plots."
New York ObS8fV8r
"Fascinating, suspenseful and morally
provacative. The characterizations are sharply
etched and narra1ive is compelling.•
Chicago Sun Times

• 1. The Days Are Just Packed, by Bill
Watterson. More •calvin and Hobbes" cartoons.
• 2. The Pelican Brief, by John Grisham. Law
student finds herself on the run from killers of two
Supreme Court justices.
• 3. The Far Side Gallery 4, by Gary Larson.
Collection of cartoons.
4. MTV's Beavis and Butthead, by Sam
Johnson and Chris Marcil. Cartoons.
5. The Remains of the Day, by Kazuo
lshlguro. English butler recalls his many years of
service.
* 6. The Chickens are Restless, by Gary
Larson. New collection of cartoons.
7. Young Men and Fire, by Norman Maclean.
Story of the catastrophic Montana forest fire In 1949.
• 8. The Killer Angels, by Michael Shaara.
Orama11c recrea11on of The Battle of Gettysburg.
• 9. The Way Things Ought To Be, by Rush
Umbaugh. Controversial Issues.
*10. The Joy Luck Club, by Amy Tan. Destinies
of Chinese Immigrant women and their ChineseAmerican daughters.
•available a1 the Murray State Bookstore

Source: THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Hats go off to UCB
for landing Silk
BY PAMELA

R.

D IXON

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The time had come. I was
anticipating the first rhythm
and blues concert in my four
years at Murray State
University.
Racer Arena was packed, and
the music was loud. Rhythm
and blues group 95 South came
out. After waiting only 30 minutes, all audience members ran
to the front of the stage.
Excited fans pushed, pulled
and shoved to get to the front,
while short people like myself
struggled on tippy toes to get a
better look.
Things got a little more hectic
when 95 South started pulling
people onto the stage to do the

REVIEW
"Butterfly" and sing the popular song, "Whoot, There it is."
A short while later, the disf!Overies of Keith Sweat, Silk,
came out dressed in matching
purple suits.
The music was soulful and
spirited. There was seemingly
less room in the arena, but
luckily I found a chair to stand
on, so I was able to see much
better.
The crowd sang along to
'1lappy Days" and "For the
Love I Gave• as Silk walked
around, reached out and
touched the hands of their fans.
After taking a little break,

Silk come back dressed in
black silk pajamas to excite
female fans even more. They
also grabbed a few excited people on the stage and sang to
them.
Just as the concert was about
to end, Silk said they were
going to leave with out singing
the popular song "Freak Me."
The crowd was not going to
accept that at all. The concert
ended with the entire crowd
and Silk singing "Freak Me" in
unison.
The seven dollar ticket was
well worth the price.
Kudos to University Center
Board and Paul Cartee, for
finally getting an R&B concerti
Please don't make it the last
timet

BRAD McCLAIN/ Graphics Designer

Considering the fact
that Jesus had his
doubts, why can't you?
If you belleve In God, but atm have doubts and
questions, there's plenty of room far you in the faith
and fellowship of the Eplscopal Church.

The

Church

's I!;J)ISCCl•JMU t::h-.:II'C:IJ
1620 West Main

Sundays 8 a.m. & 10 :30 a.m.

,

~THURSDAY, MARCH 24 • 7:30PM
SIU Arena

Tickets available at Disc Jockey Records
at Kentucky Oaks Mall in Paducah

Dlaabfed patron t lcketa and Information

(&18) 453-5341 .

Tennis team hopes to crown
season with Ohio Valley jewel
BY MAn PEREBOOM
SPORTS EDITOR

Every Racer team dreams of
an OVC championship, but not
every team bas enough talent
and experience to turn its
dreams into reality.
This year's Lady Racer tennis
team bas plenty of both, and if
the fall season is any indication, team members should be
flaunting some championship
jewelry at the end of the spring

season.

Fall tune-up
The Racers completed a
tough fall schedule undefeated
at 6-0 in dual competition.
Head coach Connie Keasling
believes the preseason will
serve an important role in any
succeBB the team enjoys this
spring.
"Playing an extensive fall
schedule was by design,"
Keasling said. "First, it was
designed to help the players
practice against similar conditions they will face later this

"This squad has become
a team. It is a team with
pride and senior leaders
who know they have a
supporting cast that
knows how to win. A cast
molded to wear the OVC
. "
nng.

Connie Keasling
Women's tennis team's head
coach
Jud Cook/Piloto Editor
year as they compete for. the Senior Amy Hall is one of three seniors on this year's women'!
OVC title."
tennis team. Hall hopes to continue the success she had during
Keasling said the fall tune- the fall season when she earned a 9-4 singles slate.
ups also gave her young team a
chance to mature.
Heather Donovan, senior
"Although we are led by three Spring seedings
from
Newfoundland, Canada,
seniors with a great deal of
is
slated
to play at the number
Three seniors who won a
experience, the team is still
one
position.
Chris Granaclri,
young when it comes to putting combined 46 singles matches
senior
from
Michigan City,
a game plan together that fits last spring are being counted
Ind.,
and
Amy
Hall, also a
their strengths in dealing with on to head the team's push
senior
from
Henderson,
are
the mental ups and downs of a toward a league title.
expected
to
be
the
force
behind
match,• Keasling said.

BY
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NANNEY

AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

STAFF REPORT
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The rifle team made history last Sunday as
it won the first-ever sanctioned Ohio Valley
Conference championship at Stewart Stadium.
The Racers outshot runner-up Tennessee
Tech 6160 to 6114. This included winning the
smallbore oompetition 4623 to 4615 and the
air rifle 1537 to 1499. Tennessee.Martin finished third with 5665 points and Morehead
State was fourth with 4280 points (smallbore
only). Austin Peay finished last with a score of
1190, while only competing in the air rifle
division.
Murray State's Kate Kelemen was the top
individual shooter in smallbore. She edged a
Tennessee Tech shooter, 1159 to 1157.
Two Racers also fought for first in the air
rifle competition. Senior Diana Muth and
freshman Amanda Stone each shot 388s out of
a possible 400, but Muth was declared the
winner because she bad three more center
lOs.
Kelemen is pleased with bow she and her
Racer teammates performed. "As a team we
shot great. Probably the best team match
we've ever shot,• Kelemen said. "I think we're
just now starting to peak. And now is a good
time."
The Racers now prepare for a competition at
West Virginia University on March 26.

this weekend.
"We've been working really
hard and I'm just ready to start
playing," Donovan said.

Coach's confidence
Keasling understands that
claiming a conference crown
will take more than talent and
experience.
"If our mental games oontinue to grow, and we stay motivated with our rigid conditioning program, with a little luck
we will win the OVC," said
Keasling, who is hopihg to
guide her team to the school's
first title since 1987.

Diamonds may be a girl's
best friend, but the Racers are
willing to wear another kind of
gemstone.

"This squad has become a
team. It is a team with pride
and 11enior leaders who know
they have a supporting cast
that knows how to win,"
Keasling said. "'A cast molded
to wear the OVC ring."

100-inning game set for
baseball's fund raiser

Rifle team
•
Wins ovc
I ~

the push.
"Heather Donovan gained
precious experience playing
number one for u.s last year,"
Keasling said. "Plus the experience that Chris Granacki and
Amy Hall have gained from
playing at the number three
through six positions will prove
priceless in winning the OVC,"
Keasling said.
After a year of adjustment·
and playing at the number two
position, Keasling hopes sophomore Susan Moulder is ready
to face the difficult challenge
her position provides.
"Sueum bas a tough job ahead
of her, but she is more than
capable of handling it,"
Keasling said.
Newcomers Renea Cates and
DeAnna Carroll will compete
for the Racers at three and
four. Junior Kelly Branson and
freshman Brandee Krug will
add depth to Racers doubles
teams.
Donovan is eager to start the
lengthy spring schedule that
opens with the Eastern
Kentucky Indoor Tournament

While extra-inning games
are a fairly oommon thing
in baseball, it is hard to
imagine a game that lasts
100 innings.
In a fund raising event
Saturday morning,
the
Thoroughbred
baseball
team will oompete in a 100
inning intrasquad game.
The game, which is scheduled to start around 9:30
a.m., will be played slightly
different than a regular
baseball game.
Head coach Mike Thi.eke
said the rules will be
changed so that there will
be only one out for each
inning.
"There won't be very
many
bomeruns
or
baserunners in the game,"
Thieke said. •Each batter
will step to the plate with
two strikes already on him
and anything other than a
base bit will be recorded as
an out."
The squad will be split up
into four sections with
seven players and a reserve

for each team. No pitchers
or catchers will be used in
the game.
"We are going to use a
pitching machine to serve
as a pitcher for the bat..
ters," Thieke said.
Thieke also said that the
team
will be divided
because of regulations.
"'There will be four teams
that play in the game
because the NCAA only
allows us four hours a day
of practice time or 20 hours
per week," Thieke said. "We
are doing this so that we
can preserve our practice
time."
Thieke said that the idea
for a 100 inning game was
created by new assistant
coach Dale Jarvis.
"The school where coach
Jarvis came from bad been
doing this game for many
years," Thieke said. "We
talked about this in the fall
and thought it was a good
idea.
"Money will be raised
through pledges every
inning and through donations. The players have
done all of this them-

selves," Thieke said. "They
are eager to play the game
and raise money for the
program."
The money, in turn, will
be used to pay for the
team's transportation during eight of its road games
throughout the season.
"The donations made will
go for paying the charter
bus fees," Thieke said. "We
have set aside eight games
to use the charter buses for
that are the farthest away
from home."
The fund raiser is one of
many fund raisers the team
bas every year.
"We have ~d a golf tournament and alumni and old
timers baseball games
already this year," Thi.eke
said. "We have used the
money from those fund
raisers to buy new uniforms.•
The
team opens its
spring season with games
at Vanderbilt on Feb. 28
before playing its first
home games on March 5-6
against Bradley University
and the University of ~; >Jii~arbat.tle
Tennessee at Martin.

SMASHING SUCCESS
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Melissa farnum!Staff
an tractors competed in events at the West Kentucky Exposition Center last Saturday.

'ihirley Martin/Guest Photographer
Basketball players celebrate following their lopsided victory over Middle Tennessee
University last Saturday. The Racers downed MTSU 116-86.
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Burnett, .Huber earn OVC
.
honors; clean's list names
22 MSU student athletes
Simmons was extremely
who did well, but was dissatishappy about how well the womfied with the results overall
"We had 17 more kids who en's golf and volleyball team's
Rebecca Burnett, senior from would have been on the dean's did.
Downers Grove, Dl., and Reid list if the standards had not
"Obviously the golf team did
Huber, senior from Fairview been raised," Simmons said. a ~at job, they earned a 3.04.
Heights, Ill, have been named "But everybody else on campus But I believe the fact that the
Ohio Valley Conference Scholar has the same standards. The volleyball team had seven
Athletes of the Year.
problem is that the kids who above 3.0 is pretty good too,"
Burnett, ofthe.women's track did well - did real well. But the Simmons said. ~ specially
team, and Huber, a pitcher for kids who did not do very well • since they only have 10 people
the 'Breda baseball team, are did very poorly."
on the team."
the 18th and 19th Murray
State athletes selected to
receive the award since its
The GPA for .n ful and part time MurraY Stale Undlfgraduatel Was
inception.
2.76 tor thefail·
of 1993. PomParlaQn of GPA and ~ge
Karl Hussung, MSU's athletof attlleW$ above a s.oQ:l ~ aporta:
·
ics faculty representative, creSport ·· . "' .r · t •·•· OPA
% Athlete• above 3.0
ated the award for the OVC
Women'$ Golt
"
3.04
~
during the 1980-81 academic •:. :v~
2.99 · ,.,
· 10%
year. Three men and three
·Rifle
"" ·d
"
'< 2,86.
45%
women are named OVC scholar
WOmen's Track
· 2.82
31%
'"
athletes every year. No more
Men's T•nnll · :l? · ,! 'o ,;, . 2.51.~·~ . ,,
37%
than two athletes may be choWOmen'$ Ba8JG8I)al
2AO
23% '
....;:·""'-· Jr ·
':t ........
235
- - . ·.·
.,.
sen from the same university. .. a~
<· •
'
""',..
·-'•
·
Men'eTrack
•
2.35'
22%
MSU has had two athletes
Mefl's Basl<et)aU ·~' • . •"' :···. 2.1~t · <
t2't%
selected every year since 1989.
Foo1t)all
.. ' '
'" 2.00
'
1.2%
Twenty-two MSU athletes
~: MAAom
SIMM6Ns
~ sUPEfWtSOA FOA
Ant..ElTICS . . ·
.
.
earned dean's list honors for
NOLAN 8. PATTON/ Graphics Designer
the fall semester including six
who completed the semester
with 4.0s. Students must now
compile at least a . 3.5 GPA to
earn dean's list recognition,
which is up from the previous
The fOlloWing i$1a 11th of Murray~· athlete$ who~ ·:?- · .,
standard of 3.3.
. able to.matntaln a 4.0 GPA tor tne 1993 Fall semester:
. ._~
··:
~
'l\ ·. -:~::·. :i . . ';:,:::
.~f ) '<\:.. ::~ \: ' =t~ ·~ ,, .:} -:i\:. ~: ··:· ..~ :.
The women's golf team was
... h
Class. , . ., Sport
the only MSU team to earn an « f:'lame{ ;•·.{-: .~ . .,.,
overall GPA above 3.0. The vol- , <;;arrie . Beth Oaughaday
So.
Golf ·
leyball team scored the the sec- · Sar~h ·Oearworth ?' ·
Ji:
Volleyball ;::
ond highest GPA at 2.99. Seven
Micha.:jt DeSjardin}'
·=(
.,••,
R.
,, t
-·RiffEl
of head volleyball coach Brenda
Bowlin's squad finished last
Mike Gossett · :::' .,
-k. , _ '\ ., F~t~l
semester .with a 3.0 or better.
· ReueJ ~h*'J)herd
Fr.
Football
-~
Jf.. , . · · ·~ Baseball
Margaret Simmons who :· Mark
supervises the academic performances of Murray State athletes was pleased with the
number of student athletes
BRAD McCLAIN / Graphics Designer

SIGHTS SET FOR TWO

BYMATT PEREBOOM

SPORTS EDITOR

John Crider, senior from
Marioft, of the Intramural
basketball team Sweet 16
looks fD score two points
Tuesday night In hls team' s
60-56 loss to It's Time.
Intramural basketball
action is In full swing right
now. Playoffs begin March 2.

aem.aw

~

John Stevens/Staff

KT GETS SOME PT

•! ,.

0

Sophomore Kenneth Taylor
scored six points In 13 m inutes of play agaJnst MTSU.
Murray put five players In
double ftJUres and I I Racers
played more than I 0 minutes In the team's I 16-86
victory.

=

•

Walker· ' . , ' · , .

Theta Chi Delta is proud to
announce our new initiates
who dared to be themselves

Shirley Martin/Guest Photographer

EVOLUTION OR CREATION
A nother Look At The Evidence
A Special Lecture By
John Clark-- Belton, MO

Cheryl Sunnquist
Melanie Ballard
Jennifer Brewer

>

What is the nature and limitation of science?

>

Has the Theory of Evolution been scientifically proven?

>

Do fossils really support the Theory of Evolution?

>

W hat are the real issues involved in the Creation/Evolution
controversy?

my Delano
Beki Hentges
Angela Moakler
Tami Slusser
Teresa Thomas

Thursday, February 24, 7:30 P.M.

Congratulations girls,
we love you!

Barkley Room in the
Curris Center,
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSI'IY
#######iltl#

DID YOU KNOW?

or

> Tbat the: General Theory E\'Oiuuon is baJed on S~'<'n anumpnons that have Hver been proven. (Ste G.
A. Kcrkut, 1/f!l!liDIUN>ns efEvniMiiDIL )

> That there IS a groWing number o ( c:volutinniSt$ that an: doubtmg the theory and spcaki111 out about the lack
of CV1droce for II. (Sec rom Bethc:U, "Agnostic E\'OIUIIOIIISlS! 'l'be raxonomtc Case: apanst DaiWIII."lltlatt:i.
Ftb. 198S)
> 'That Darwin admmc:..J lhatlhe fowls necessary to prove his theory had not been found (QrirM Ills.;,
Page 234) and tbat after 134 ycar111 i¥ being adnuttc..J thatlllc hnks- aotenncdiate f<l!lals- an: DOl tllcn: an..J
never have been. (Old Datwill 0#11 w,.,r. No\'1 TV broadcast)

> That promantnt SClcotms are adm•llmg I hat the bcgmntng of tbc Uo1verw, tbe onpn or life, tbe riel! variety
or hvmg thaogs. and nuo's nature rt:\-eal purpose and intcUJgence m tbc univerte. (Fred Hoyle, t..JJI'-tfl
Ullil>tQ! )

~

•

DOES IT CONCERN YOU?
- That 1be sacntiflC evidence •SJiiUt the Theory of F voluhOD (lbt'Tt' Is a gru 1 deal or it) it not allowed to ~
pr-ated to stu<koll m our public ICboola nor are lbcy alk'M-ed 10 bear lhe~C~CJ~Ufic .,.jdroc.. for CrniJOQ.
The reuon mostsenerally givt'n is that "W~ don't •ant to teem rtllalon lo the publle ~booll. It's •a•lnat the
COIUtlluliOD." y .,, many rcorte do DOl realiK that ID trachins Evolution you i l " lel<'bioa "'hiJOD' Ye>.lt is tru~

ne

s.,.._

Jlumaa ltm It a ffilalon (e¥r<l trIll adhermta do not bcllnt lo God): Cbtdo. II out!
U. S..
Caurt llu
cled.....t Hu~ to bt a nllJion . In T oruJO • · Watkla• 11961) lilt court to st.ltd. Humanitu tbemsdve. ~y they
IU'C a reh8Jon. The theory of Evoluuon •• ooe or tbe mllJOf ~he!s or teaeu of H\IIDIIllJm Wbro tile theory ol
EYOlut1on 11 taught in our public r.choolo a belief o! on~ rehtpoo os beina taught while tbr ngbt to teach lhr ~hd or
otb"r reliBJO<IS - tueb as the J~tia11 belief in S~aal Creation - is bema denoed II it moonlisttnl aod unraut
Ooe ~lief syatem ( llumanlam) ;, bt ong all~od under the eu•~e of "~e~n.ce" "'btle anotbc bebeC IY'tem. tllat lu• m oos
.Oealific cvidtoc.. 10 suppo" it, .b not allc>Wed to make iu c:aJC Doe~ this concern you' Ooeall not make """' Cor
panola, stu<kou and allon ltreated part1ts 10 look mtu this wuc?
'

Question Session Following The Lecture
For Information Call: 753-4935

I

(

Win improves Lady Racers
chances to make OVC tourney

RACERS OF THE WEEK
Jennifer Parker of the Lady Racer basketball
team is one of our Racers of the Week. Parker,
senior from Murray, scored 38 points last Saturday
as the Racers defeated Middle Tennessee State
University on the road. Murray's 79-76
upset snapped a skid and could push
the Lady Racers into the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament.
Parker has scored 1,576 points
in her illustrious Racer career. She will
finish her playing days at MSU as a
leader in seven statistical categories.
Parker is now second in points averParker
aged per game for an entire career
and third in free throws made.
She will also finish in the top 10 in assists and
steals.Parker has started every game for the Racers
this season and is averaging more than 30 minutes
played per game.
Marcus Jones, senior from Memphis, Tenn.,
always makes the most of his playing time, but last
week he was nearly unstoppable. He scored 21
points for the Racer basketball team in only nine
minutes of action last Saturday night. In the team's
116-86 victory against Middle Tennessee State he
made good on four-of-four thrae pointers and five of six free throws.
Jones is a transfer from
Faulkner State Junior College, but
played his freshman year at the
University of Alabama. While at
Alabama he actually played against
MSU. He scored six points and had an
....._:......:.__---.!,~ assist in 13 minutes of action against
Jones
the Racers during Alabama's 89-79
NCAA Tournament win in 1991.
The 6-4 guard has only been eligible to play since
December, but he has made a great impact on the
team. In his short tenure, he has led the Racers in
scoring three times and hit several big shots during
key ball games.
Jones is responsible for some of the most exciting
passes Racer fans have ever seen. His emotion
and aggressiveness will be a key if the Racers hope
to continue their torrid pace.

Bear of a season

Rankings often rank

A story is often told of two men lost in
the woods who are running terrified from
the deadly grasp of a bear. The bear is
quickly gaining on the poor souls, but
they are still a "safe" distance away.
Realizing this, one of the gentlemen calmly stops to exchange his loafers for the
pair of tennis shoes in
his back pack. His partner, in terror, questions
his sanity. "Why are
you even bothering to
change your shoes? You
can't outrun the heart•
With a smirk on his
face, the newly-shoed
man replies, "I don't
have to out run the
bear. I only have to out
run you."
This somewhat
funny, and possibly
pointless story, summarizes the Lady Racer
basketball team's season up to this point.
The women recently upset Middle
Tennessee State University 79-76, behind
Jennifer Parker's 38 points to stop an 11game losing streak. But more importantly, the Racers won their second OVC
game of the year. It may not seem like
much, but it should be enough to put
them in the OVC tournament.
This year, the league is allowing all but
the last place team to show up for the
postseason party. OVC sister UT-Martin
has only recorded one win and could easily be blanked the remainder of the year.

The men's basketball team continues to
roll through its OVC schedule. The team's
current 11-lleague mark sees the Racers
three games ahead of Tennessee State
and Austin Peay. APSU shows up for the
last home game on Feb. 26, but ifMSU
wins just one more game, the much-anticipated rematch will be a moot point.
Peay has found the road bumpy. In the
OVC home court advantage is worth at
least six points - if not 10.
Things could get ugly for Peay at Racer
Arena. The Racers will be hungry to win
the crown rather have it handed to them.
Mix in the cranked up thermostat that
coach Edgar encourages at home games,
and it spells trouble for APSU.
The Racers 18-4 record has earned the
team two votes in the recent AP writers
poll. Despite this, Murray is only ranked
89th according to USA Today's power
rankinga.
Two of the Racer defeats were at the
hands of teams either ranked when
Murray played them or in the top 25 now.
Arkansas, whom MSU opened up the
season with, once again has the unenviable position atop the AP poll.
St. Louis University, who edged the
Racers during Christmas break, have
been ranked as high as 17th, but recently
lost their second game of the year.
The great thing about college basketball
is that even if you think the rankings
stink, they don't mean doodle when it
comes to crowning the champion. Murray
may be a top-30 team when judged by
some people and still have difficulty
cracking the top-100 based on other formulas.
Fortunately, if the Racers win the OVC
they can assure themselves a bid to the
dance of 64. And this is the only ranking
that mattera.

Junior forward Lequida Pearson admits
the Racers can not depend on UT-M to
not win again.
"There's a good chance Martin won't
win again, but we need to go out with the
expectation of beating SEMO and Peay.
Then we'll know we get to go," Pearson
said.

Block party

Regardless of how the Racers get in, it's
a whole new season if they do.

There is talk that Antoine Teague may
be able to return to the Racer.basketball
program next year if his circumstances

warrant an exception under new NCAA
legislation.
Margaret Simmons, the athletic department's compliance officer, said the
University is only in the preliminary
stage of a process that could take a long
time. ·
"New regulations now state that if a
player is hurt in junior college before a
certain date, then he or she is eligible for
a waiver to allow them to play another
year," Simmons said. "We're just now
crunching the juco data. If this goes OK,
we would then aak for a waiver from the
conference. •
Teague started m. college career at
Rend Lake, where he played all of his
freshman year, but only three games his
sophomore year before being sidelined for
the remainder of the season due to an
ix\jury.
No matter if Teague is back next year
or not, he should leave MSU with the
career shot-blocking record. He is quickly,
approaching Jeff Martin's career mark of
130. Don't forget that this is only
Teague's second season. Martin, who is
also the school's all-time leading scorer,
played four years. He was recently named
the MVP of the CBA All-Star Game.
As a team, the Racers have already
eclipsed the team-season record of 124.
MSU has 131 team blocks heading into
Saturday's contest with SEMO.

Murray's Maverick
Murray State's second all-time leading
scorer, Popeye Jones, continues to play
well for the Dallas Mavericks.
The "Big Eye" ranks fifth in offensive
rebounding for the entire NBA and first
in both offensive and total rebounding for
the Mavericks.
He has played the third most minutes
for Dallas. Only Jamal Mashburn and
Jimmy Jackson have playe .more. Popeye
also tops the team in field goal percentage
for those players who have taken more
tha.J} 200 Shots for the Mavericks (118242).

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

Brothers of ~MA-Thank you
for the beautiful ftowers and
the serenade. Loveyoursweetheart, Tina Marie

AI.A pledges-The pledgelac·
tlve dance Is going to be so
rroch fun tomorrow nightI Hope
to see all of you there! Love,
the actives

To my ill sis Jamie- Congratulations on your wonderful Valentine's Day present! You
couldn't have gotten pinned to
a greater guy. AI.A love and
mine, YBS

Seeking applicants for planetarium apprenticeship. Golden
Pond Planetarium, TVA's Land
Between the Lakes. Degree
required. Background in sci·
ence, education, audio-visual
production, and/or performing
arts desired. Position starts
March 1, 1994. For more Information, contact: Professional
Development Coordinator,
TVA's Land Between the l.akas,
100 Van Morgan Drfve, Golden
Pond, KY 42211, or call (502)
924-5602.

Bet~To the one

I love with all
of my heart. Thank you for al·
lowing me to dedicate the rest
of my life to you. Alii ask for Is
your love. Bob
To the brothers of Alpha
Gamma Rho-We had a blast
from the pastwlthyou all at our
80's mixer! Thank you for the
wonderful three mixers this
yearl Love, the slsters In A1:.A
A big thanks to the brothers of
I:X for a Haunting Bloody
Valentine Mlxerl Love, The
sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta

Good luckto the Alpha Delta PI
basketball team.
Here's to swing switching,
composite hiding, car soaping,
flags flying and sign swapping.
The housewars have begunI

Marta-You are the best heart
slallloveyouiTM
Tracey-I've loved spending
time with you IAI.A love, Kelley

Jasorr-Don't let things get you
down. Things will get better. I
love you, Kelley

Go Alpha Gam basketball
teamII

TRAVEL

Mr. Sensitive-Thankstorbeing
my valentine. Miss Thang

Spring Breakl Best Trips &
Prtcesl Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days $2791 Includes 12
Meals & 6 Fr11e Parties! Panama city Aoom With Kitchen 8
Days $1191 Cancun & Ja·
maJca From $4691 Daytona
$1491 KeyWest$2491 Coooa
Beach$15911-800·678-6386

To the Al:A basketball
team-Keep up all your hard
~ Wereallyappreciateyoul
Keep smilln'l Love, your sisters
Natharr-Thanks for a great
weekendI You11 always be my
favorite basketball player.
Love, Marta
K.B.-Was that the sun or the
moon shining Wednesday
night?

Mu2~NEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Deadline......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

Spring BreakI Panama CityI 8
Days Oceanvlew Room Wlth
Kitchen $1191 Walk To Best
Barsi Includes Fr11e Dlsoount
Card-Save $50 On Cover
Charges! 1-800-678-6386

SPRINGBREAK packages.
PROMOTE on campus or SIG·
NUP NOW tor rooms. $129 up.
Daytona, Panama. Padre.
cancun. etc. Call CMI 1-800·
423·5264
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Earn
extra cash stuffing envelopes 4lt
home. Ail materials provided.
Send SASE to Midwest Mailers
P.O. Box 395, Olathe, KS
66051 . Immediate Response.

RATES
With MSU ID: 15¢ per word Without MSU ID: 20t per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word

NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classifleds Department,
The Murray State News. 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Get ready for Spring Break
with the help of the Classifieds!
Need money? Get a job through Help Wanted
Don't know where to go? Find a great package deal in Travel
Want to say bye to everyone? Tell the in the Personals

Find what you want to find;
Say what you want to say ..

~

in the Classifieds!

SI)RING DRFAK
PANA!IA CITY BI~CD, FLOiliDA

INDEX
PERSONALS
R~TES

BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOARENT
FOASALE

HELP WANTED
LOSTlFOUND
RIDeS

•Beach Bonfire Parties

•Shell Island Party Cruise
650' Gulf Beach Frontage
2 Outdoor Swinvnmg Pools
1 Indoor Heated Pool
Restaorinl, 2 & 3 Room Suites

MISC.
NOTICE

@

SANDPIPER-BEACON
17403 fooniBellch ~
P.a!WN Cily Belich, Fll2413

~.:S::.;;;::iik:liM....:::::::::;;=r.·

RESERVATIONS
1-800-488-8828

Tiki 8each BarNolleyb.11i
Sailboats. Jetskis & P.1rawils
~r~e Beach P.1ny
Area Discount Coupons

FROM $104 PER WEEK
PER PERSON
4 PERSON OCCUPANCY

-

-------------------~

riy 2 Used CDs For $1:4J

·... ..

I
I
I
I

A Place for.
Great Food
and to Meet
Great People

'

1

IT
enapin
Station
l

753 • 8926
Bel-Air Center
I
920 S. 12th St.
I .Now Open Til 8 p.m. Fridays And 1 - 5 p.m. Sunday

L .__________ :~~~~~----------~
-·
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fer the most because it has been
Continued from Page 1
cancelled twice.
would be to go ahead with
Anderson said he agreed with
classes.
the decision to call off classes.
Kurth said there was no hope
"I'm usually a diehard about
of safely getting commuter stu- attending class," he said, "but
dents to campus, so he can· I've never seen an ice storm
celled classes.
that bad here."
"We are primarily concerned
Kendra Smith, junior from
with the safety and welfare of Benton, said she has not
students, faculty and staff," noticed an increase in her class
Booth said.
work because of the cancellaThayle Anderson, English tions.
professor, said he is concerned
"A lot of my professors are on
about trying to complete all of track so there hasn't been an
the lessons he had planned for overload," she said.
the semester.
She said she was not very
"I will probably have to elimi- concerned with some material
nate some planned material," being cut from her classes.
he said.
"I think if it were very important,
the materials wouldn't be
Anderson said his Thursday
cut
from
the class," Smith said.
evening class will probably suf-

SGA

"I think one ot the maJor
Continued from Page 1
problems that we're experiencThe Student Senate's propos- ing with the Quad ia that we
al for lighting the Quad has not have to remember the aesthetics," West said, noting that too
been quite as successful.
much light would not appear
The Senate addressed the pleasing to the eye.
issue in several meetings last
"First we have to define the
fall and solicited signatures of problem. Someone has got to
students who felt the Quad was make a determination of how
too dark. SGA President Brian much light we need," he said.
Van Horn said the nearly 400
West said a light evaluation
signatures on the petitions are
will be conducted soon to help
in the hands of the senator who
make that determination,
was working on the project,
which could be a costly one.
Tracy Hamlin. He said Hamlin
"The ligh ting fixtures we
has :moved, but has been conhave
now are no longer availtacted and plans to return the
West said: "We would
able,"
petitions.
have to tear down everything
Even with the petitions, West and put it back.
said questions of cost and actu<&J'here are a lot of variables
al lighting procedures have not to consider before we do anyyet been resolved.
thing."

PANEL
Continued from Page 1

media for violence.
"It doesn't matter what color
you are, where you're from or
anything. It's your family background. It's your mentality. It's
not the movie," she said.
Bill Allbritten, director of the
Counselin g
and
Testing
Center, was one of the P,anelists.
Allbritten said he believed
the media does have an effect
on violence.
"Media drives public opinion
and public opinion-to a certain extent-drives politicians," he said.
John Dillon, assistant professor of journalism and radio-tv,
also commented on the role of

Dr. NlcG

the media in :relation to violence.
"We have a lot of young people coming up who have
extended and sometimes heavy
expoiUI't! to televised violence
and movie violence," Dillon
said.
"We watch television and
lock the doors, set the locks, sit
down, and be safe, and have
some popcorn and caress our
357 Magnum in our lap so that
we don't get hurt."
Panelist Tremain Lewis,
junior from Texas, said he
thi.nkl that the media never
portrays African-Americans in
a positive way-evoking a fear
in non-African-Americans that
all African-Americans are like
the ones seen on television and
in movies.

ughey

from The 1\Aurra.y State Nevvs

Get ready for agreat meal!
1.
"Give Thanks Unto
The Lord" -Psalm 105:1

Big Mac Meal

2. Two Cheeseburgers

advertisement

3.

Quarter Pounder w / Cheese Meal

4.

Me Chicken Meal

5.

Me Grilled Chicken Meal

6.

Double Quarter Pounder
w / Chees e Meal

107 N . 12t h

st.

B reakfast served 7-11 a.m .
S aturday and Sunday .

Walt Disney World
Informational
Session for
.
· Upcotning Interviews
\

Thursday, Feb. 24
4:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Collins Center Auditorium

WE'LL PAY
YOU$33,500
TOWARD YOUR
DIPLOMA.

•

You can earn more
than $16,750 during a
standard Army
Reserve enlistment
... and another $6,840 if
you qualify for the
Montgomery Gl Bill ...
plus help in paying off a
qualified student loan
up to $10,000, if eligible.
You'll usually serve
one weekend a month
plus two weeks'
Annual Training. And
vou '11 serve with an
Army Reserve unit near
·
your campus.
Over $33,500 toward
college -for part-time
service.
Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:

Information on the

White HotJse
Intern Program

Thursday, Feb. 24
6:15 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Collins Center Auditorium

502 - 442-2949
II AU YOU CAN I L'

ARMY RESERVE
I

